When choosing which of 2 equally plausible "critical" letters (e.g., n or h) was present in a briefly presented backward-pattern-masked target (the Reicher-Wheeler task), people are more accurate with words (e.g., sftow) than isolated letters (h). Contemporary accounts argue that pattern masks induce this word-letter phenomenon (WLP) because critical letters in words are more resistant to replacement from masking letter fragments occupying the same serial positions. The authors tested this notion by directly examining the effect of positionspecific masking on critical-letter report using backward-pattern masks that occupied only each critical-letter position. Under these conditions, no WLP was observed, even though all noncritical letters in words were unmasked. However, a strong WLP was obtained when masks occupied all possible serial positions, including those of noncritical letters. Further experiments indicated that these masking effects were not confounded by attentional factors. Implications for contemporary accounts of the WLP and the structure of the word recognition system are discussed.
. Specifically, when given the task of identifying which of two alternative letters (e.g., n or h) was presented in a briefly presented pattern-masked stimulus, people are generally more accurate when the letter appeared in a word (e.g., sAow) rather than in isolation (e.g., ft); when nonwords (e.g., oftws) are used instead of words, no advantage over isolated letters is found. Moreover, this advantage for words over isolated letters appears to be due to perceptual processing and not to the use of some form of postperceptual guessing based on orthographic knowledge (e.g., Johnston, 1978) . Consequently, when viewing time is limited by posttarget pattern masks, individual letters presented in the context of words appear to be more perceptible than the same letters presented in isolation.
Initially, this word-letter phenomenon (WLP; Johnston & McClelland, 1973) suggested that when people perceive words, the whole is in some way perceived more readily than its parts. Indeed, since the first experimental investigations into the reading process, many have argued that words can be identified from their holistic properties (e.g., Cattell, 1886; Erdman & Dodge, cited in Huey, 1908; Woodworth, 1938) , and this argument persists as a viable approach to understanding visual word recognition (e.g., Allen & Emerson, 1991; Allen & Madden, 1990; Healy & Cunningham, 1992; Healy, Oliver, & McNamara, 1987) . However, following Reicher's (1969) seminal finding, it soon became clear that the WLP could not be explained by target information alone because a number of studies found that the advantage for words over isolated letters depended critically on the nature of the posttarget field. Specifically, when single letters are presented in arrays of meaningless characters (e.g., number signs, #M#; dollar signs, $/[$$; ampersands, &h&&) or unrelated letters (e.g., oftws), word advantages are obtained regardless of whether the posttarget stimulus is patterned or blank (e.g., Johnston & McClelland, 1973; Marchetti & Mewhort, 1986; Mewhort & Johns, 1988) . However, when single letters are presented in isolation (e.g., h), a word advantage (i.e., the WLP) is observed when target stimuli are followed by pattern masks, but it disappears when pattern masks are replaced by blank posttarget fields (e.g., Johnston & McClelland, 1973; Juola, Leavitt, & Choe, 1974; Marchetti & Mewhort, 1986; Massaro & Klitzke, 1979 ; see also Taylor & Chabot, 1978) .
The critical role of pattern postmasks in the WLP continues to exert considerable influence on theories of word and letter recognition. (For descriptions of the importance of the pattern masking effect, see Johnston, 1981a; Johnston & McClelland, 1980; and McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981.) Indeed, it has become increasingly accepted that the contribution made by pattern masks to the WLP reflects the operation of a hierarchical system of word recognition in which words are recognized from the individual identities of their constituent letters (e.g., Golden, 1986; Johnston, 1981a Johnston, , 1981b Johnston & McClelland, 1980; McClelland, 1985 McClelland, , 1986 McClelland, , 1991 McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981 Paap, Newsome, McDonald, & Schvaneveldt, 1982; ReuterLorenz & Baynes, 1992; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1982) . At the heart of this interpretation of the WLP are the accounts provided by the interactive-activation model (IAM) of McClelland and Rumelhart (1981;  see also McClelland & Rumelhart, 1988; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1982 ) and the hierarchical model (HM) of Johnston (1981a) . Each model contains three levels of representation: one for letter fragments, one for letters, and one for words. Each level contains a series of nodes: Each word node represents a particular word; each letter node, a particular letter in one serial position within a word; and each letter-fragment node, a particular letter fragment in one serial position within a word. Thus, nodes for letter fragments and letters are activated within individual position-specific channels, each dedicated to processing information in just one serial position.
When an isolated letter is presented to a channel, letter fragments are analyzed first, and this information feeds forward to the letter level and activates appropriate letter nodes within that channel. When a word is presented, analogous processing takes place at the letter-fragment and letter levels in each activated channel, but information from activated letter nodes now feeds forward into the word level to activate the appropriate word node. Irrespective of the type of target stimulus presented (word or isolated letter), accurate identification cannot take place until activation in the appropriate representation for the target has built up. This build up of activation takes time, and if in the meantime a pattern mask is presented to the system, letter fragments in the mask will quickly suppress the pattern of activation currently existing in that channel at the letter fragment and letter levels, but they will have much less impact on activated nodes at the higher, word level. Thus, both models propose that the WLP occurs because perceptual analysis of individual letters is more resistant to suppression from masking letter fragments occupying the same serial positions when these letters are presented in a word rather than in isolation. This interpretation of the role of pattern masks in the WLP is also used to explain the absence of the WLP when targets are followed by a blank field because blank fields do not contain the masking letter fragments necessary to selectively suppress the processing of individual letters in a preceding alphabetic stimulus (see Johnston, 1981a; Johnston & McClelland, 1980; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981) .
Although the accounts of IAM and HM are more than a decade old, they continue to represent the most influential explanations of the critical role played by pattern masks in the WLP. However, to achieve their success, each model attempts to accommodate the selective masking of word and letter information in backward-pattern-masked displays by postulating position-specific channels in which ongoing processing of letter fragment and letter information in any particular serial position in a target is subsequently suppressed by masking letter fragments occupying the same serial position (hereinafter position-specific masking). Thus, according to these accounts, letter fragments in letters and letter fragments in masks are encoded by the same, positionspecific processes (not to make this assumption would necessitate inelegant duplication of processing units), which induces the WLP because letter perception is more resistant to suppression by position-specific masking when letters are presented in words rather than in isolation. Similar views concerning position-specific suppression of ongoing target processing in backward-masked displays are inherent in other conceptualizations of the word recognition system (e.g., Golden, 1986; Grainger & Jacobs, 1994; Jacobs & Grainger, 1992; Massaro & Cohen, 1994; Paap & Johansen, 1994; Paap et al., 1982; Richman & Simon, 1989) . However, despite the popularity of the notion of position-specific masking, it is far from clear that position-specific masking actually induces the WLP.
Previous observations of the WLP in backward-masked displays have been made using masks that extended beyond the position of each critical letter (e.g., Carr et al., 1978 Carr et al., , 1976 Hawkins et al., 1976; Holender, 1979 Holender, , 1983 Johnston, 1978 Johnston, , 1981a Johnston, , 1981b Johnston & McClelland, 1973 Jordan & de Bruijn, 1993; Jordan & Bevan, 1994 , 1995 Jordan, Bevan, & Thomas, 1995; Massaro & Klitzke, 1979; Purcell & Stanovich, 1982; Reicher, 1969; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1982; Wheeler, 1970 ; see also Jordan, 1990 Jordan, , 1995 Taylor & Chabot, 1978) . Indeed, in the majority of studies, words and isolated letters were followed by masks that either matched the width of word targets or else exceeded the width of word targets by some arbitrary amount. However, in view of the nature of the Reicher-Wheeler task, the WLP reflects the identification of target information presented in just one serial position on each trial (i.e., the position of the critical letter). Consequently, the most appropriate way to investigate the role of position-specific masking in the WLP is to determine the influence exerted by mask fragments that overlay the serial position of the critical letter in each word and isolated letter target. According to IAM and HM, the WLP should remain unchanged under these masking conditions. Indeed, this prediction (at least for IAM) is supported by the software implementation of IAM provided by McClelland and Rumelhart (1988; HM was not available to us in software form). Over a series of simulations, four-letter words and matched isolated letters were followed by masks that occupied either all four possible serial positions or just the serial position of the critical letter on each trial.
1 Overall, words and isolated letters produced higher levels of activation in word and letter nodes when masks covered only each critical-letter position. However, critical letters in words produced precisely the same correct response probability advantage over critical letters in isolation (the WLP) in each mask condition (79% vs. 74% for both mask types), underscoring the position-specific role assigned to the effects of masking letter fragments in the WLP. Indeed, not only were the relative levels of word and isolated-letter performance unchanged by mask type, but both types of mask also produced the same absolute levels of correct critical-letter response probability. Thus, according to the IAM, positionspecific masking of only critical-letter positions precisely mimics the WLP observed when all target serial positions are masked.
From the arguments we have presented, previously reported studies provide no clear indication of the role of position-specific masking in the WLP because these studies used masks that extended beyond the serial positions of critical letters in the Reicher-Wheeler task. Consequently, despite the emphasis placed on position-specific masking by many contemporary theories, a direct investigation of the role of position-specific masking in the WLP has never been reported. Indeed, although not directly addressing the issue of position-specific masking, the findings of one study suggest that position-specific masking may contribute little to the WLP. Over a series of experiments using the ReicherWheeler task, Jordan and de Bruijn (1993) found that the WLP was produced, removed, and even reversed simply by altering the width of each mask relative to the width of the target it was masking, even though all masks completely covered the serial positions of all letters presented in each target stimulus (word or isolated letter). In particular, when pattern masks matched the width of words and exceeded the width of isolated letters, the WLP was observed; however, when the width of each mask exactly matched the width of each word and isolated letter, or when masks exceeded the width of words and isolated letters by the same proportional amount, the WLP was reversed (i.e., performance was better for isolated letters than for words).
2 Clearly, positionspecific masking of critical letters cannot fully account for these masking effects. However, Jordan and de Bruijn (1993) were concerned with ensuring that masks overlay all of the letters in each target stimulus rather than just the critical letter. Consequently, although isolated letters were followed by masks that occupied only each critical-letter position, words were followed by masks that occupied all target serial positions. As a result, although the study of Jordan and de Bruijn (1993) raises a number of important questions concerning the role of masking in the WLP (see Jordan & de Bruijn, 1993, for discussion) , that study provides no direct indication of the effects exerted by positionspecific masking on report of critical letters presented in words and in isolation.
The picture being developed is that although many theories propose that pattern masks induce the WLP observed in the Reicher-Wheeler task because masks and targets share the same position-specific processes, the actual effect of position-specific masking on critical-letter report has yet to be determined. The notion that the role of pattern masks in the WLP reflects the operation of a system of word recognition in which position-specific perception of individual letters in words and in isolation is differentially sensitive to suppression by position-specific masking will be strengthened considerably if the WLP is produced when masking letter fragments occupy only critical-letter positions. On the other hand, the finding that the WLP is absent under these conditions will require revision of the role of positionspecific masking and will provide fresh insight into the way in which target and mask information is encoded and interacts under tachistoscopic viewing conditions.
The position-specific account of the role of masking in the WLP has recently been challenged by the integrationdiscrimination account of Jordan and de Bruijn (1993) , which, in contrast to the position-specific account, suggests that the WLP will actually disappear when masks occupy only critical-letter positions. As Jordan and de Bruijn (1993) pointed out, it is well known that targets and masks can become integrated to form composite percepts incorporating aspects of both stimulus fields (e.g., see Breitmeyer, 1984; Felsten & Wasserman, 1980; Ganz, 1975 ; see also Jordan, 1990 Jordan, , 1995 . It is also well known that targets are difficult to discriminate when the background in which the target is 1 This software simulates the hierarchical IAM arrangement of units at each of three processing levels: feature, letter, and word. At the feature level, there is a set of units for features in each of four letter positions. Within each set, units respond to the presence of each of the line segments composing the simple font adopted by Rumelhart and Siple (1974) and to the absence of such segments. At the letter level, there are four sets of letter units (each set contains units for each of the 26 letters in the English alphabet), one set for each position in a four-letter word. At the word level, there is a single set of detectors for each of 1,179 four-letter words. Several successive displays within a single "experimental trial" may be specified, with each display characterized by an onset time and an array of "visual" information. In this way, trials can be made up of displays of any sequence of words, isolated letters, and pattern masks (composed of individual characters simulating an overstruck X-O combination), although the software normalizes each input into a consistent font by redefining each letter and mask character in terms of the presence or absence of 14 letter features (after Rumelhart & Siple, 1974) . Hie simulation operates in discrete time slices (or ticks), updating the activations of all of the units in the system once in each cycle. The basic parameters of the simulation, such as decay rate, maximum activation, and minimum activation were not altered.
2 At first sight, Massaro and Klitzke (1979) also appear to have investigated the WLP using masks exactly matched to the width of each word and isolated letter. However, although Massaro and Klitzke used narrower masks for isolated letter targets than for word targets, mask width was determined by the average width of letters in the target stimulus set, and so did not always match the width of each word or isolated letter target exactly (see Massaro & Cohen, 1994) . embedded contains features that are also present in the target item (e.g., Beck, 1966 Beck, , 1967 Beck & Ambler, 1972 , 1973 Treisman & Gormican, 1988) and that the efficiency with which a target can be discriminated from its background is negatively related to the size of the background, particularly when targets contain no one feature that distinguishes them from their background (e.g., Duncan, 1979 Duncan, , 1987 Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Humphreys, Quinlan, & Riddoch, 1989; Treisman & Gelade, 1980) . Thus, when words and isolated letters are followed by masks composed of random letter fragments, both types of target may become formed into composite percepts of target and mask that make the location and extent of each target difficult to discriminate from the mask.
According to this integration-discrimination account, therefore, the WLP reflects an imbalance in the discriminability of words and isolated letters in pattern-masked displays such that when masks that either match or exceed the width of word targets are used for both types of target, a disproportionately greater amount of masking is present in isolated letter displays, by virtue of the diminutive size of these target stimuli. Consequently, when required to report the critical letter of each target stimulus, people perform more accurately with words than with isolated letters because words are more easily discriminated than isolated letters from a composite percept of target and mask (see also Estes, 1975a Estes, , 1975b Prinzmetal, 1992; Prinzmetal & Silvers, 1994) .
3 However, by the same argument, masks that occupy only each critical-letter position should not impair the discriminability of critical letters presented in isolation any more than they would the discriminability of these letters presented in words. Thus, under these conditions, the WLP should disappear. This is not to say that performance will not improve for words and isolated letters when only the serial position of each critical letter is occupied by a mask, relative to when masks cover all serial positions. For example, Jordan and de Bruijn (1993) found that criticalletter report improved substantially for words and isolated letters when masking letter fragments extending beyond the left and right boundaries of each word and isolated letter were removed. Rather, masks that occupy only each criticalletter position should remove the discrimination disadvantage that exists for isolated letters when masks cover all target serial positions, and this in turn should produce the greatest improvement for isolated letters and remove the WLP. The purpose of this study, therefore, was to assess directly the notion that the perception of critical letters is more resistant to position-specific masking when these letters are presented in words rather than in isolation (the WLP). The basis for our approach was straightforward; because the WLP is derived from performance in the Reicher-Wheeler task, which requires forced-choice discrimination for target information presented in just one (critical) letter position on any particular trial, the most direct test of the role of position-specific masking in the WLP is to use pattern masks that occupy only these critical-letter positions, in words and in isolation. According to many contemporary accounts, masking only the position of each critical letter should not impair the WLP (relative to when masks covering all possible serial positions are used) because stimulus information (from targets and masks) in each serial position is processed independently of information in neighboring serial positions. Indeed, rather than diminishing the WLP, the emphasis that IAM and HM assign to the role of word context in bolstering the perceptual analysis of letters in words against the disruption produced by position-specific masking (e.g., Johnston, 198la; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1982) raises the possibility that when noncritical letters in words are left unmasked, the activation produced in relevant word nodes by these letters is likely to be greater than if these serial positions had been masked, and a stronger WLP should result. The simulation of IAM we reported earlier did not produce a larger WLP when only critical-letter positions were masked, despite the fact that activations in relevant word nodes were greater in this masking condition than when all serial positions were occupied by masking letter fragments. However, as Rumelhart and McClelland (1982) have discussed, IAM may overestimate the speed with which masks affect processing of critical letters (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1982, Experiment 4) , leaving little possibility for activations produced by noncritical letters after critical letters have been masked to assist with critical-letter perception. If position-specific masking in people is less immediate than in IAM, masking only critical-letter positions may produce a greater WLP relative to when all serial positions are masked. On the other hand, if the integration-discrimination account of Jordan and de Bruijn (1993) is correct, the WLP should be observed only when words and isolated letters are followed by masks that occupy all target serial positions, and it should disappear completely when masks occupy only the criticalletter position of each target stimulus.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was conducted to determine whether the WLP remains when pattern masks occupy only criticalletter positions. To enable performance under these conditions to be contrasted with findings of previous research in which masks occupied all serial positions, Experiment 1 included conditions in which words and isolated letters were followed by masks matched to the width of word targets. 3 This account can also explain the absence of the WLP when blank masks are used. Quite simply, the word advantage over isolated letters disappears when blank masks are used because blank masks do not contain the contours necessary to selectively impair target discrimination. Thus, when pattern masks are used, the structural similarity between the contours of each target and mask may disguise the precise location and extent of each target, but the absence of these contours when blank masks are used allows both words and isolated letters to be readily discriminated in each display. Consequently, although blank masks may impair performance in other ways (e.g., by lowering target contrast when a blank white flash is used, as Johnston & McClelland, 1973, suggested) , the discriminability of isolated letters is not selectively impaired in these displays, and the possibility of obtaining the WLP is removed.
Thus, Experiment 1 used four combinations of target and mask: words and isolated letters followed by masks that covered only the position of each critical letter (word-L mask; letter-L mask) and words and isolated letters followed by masks that covered all serial positions (word-W mask, letter-W mask; see Figure 1 ).
Method
Participants. Sixteen paid participants, between the ages of 18 and 35 years, were recruited from the student population of St. Andrews University. Each participant took part in two, 45-min sessions, and all participants had normal or corrected-to-nonnal vision and were native speakers of English.
Stimuli. Ninety-six pairs of four-letter words were selected as experimental target stimuli, with a mean frequency of written occurrence of 123 per million (Carroll, Davies, & Richman, 1971) . The members of each pair differed by just one "critical" letter (e.g., stow, snow), with critical letters occurring equally often at each of the four letter positions. Target stimuli were constructed from a proportionally spaced character set that provided natural variation in the width of words and letters. This variation avoided presenting the individual letters of target stimuli in just four absolute screen positions, which may have provided abnormal cues to the positions of letters in targets; the two critical letters of each stimulus pair shared the same width and spacing to avoid response strategies based on the width of each display. Ninety-six pairs of isolatedletter stimuli were formed by deleting the three noncritical letters from each word pair, leaving each isolated letter in exactly the same screen position as it appeared in the word. Two groups of 96 stimuli (Stimulus Group 1, Stimulus Group 2) were formed from these word and isolated-letter stimuli, with each group containing one member of each word pair and its matched isolated letter. An additional 40 word pairs and 40 letter pairs were constructed to provide 80 practice stimuli at the beginning of each session. The member of each pair of practice stimuli actually displayed in each session was selected at random.
For each trial, a different pattern mask (W or L) was constructed from pseudorandomly arranged fragments of the letters used in the character set, with the built-in constraint that no letters were formed by these fragments. A preliminary detection task showed that both L masks and W masks greatly impaired target perceptibility relative to a no-mask condition, and they rendered critical letters presented in words and in isolation undetectable when stimulus exposures were sufficiently brief. The height of each mask just exceeded the height of ascenders and the depth of Figure 1 . The four types of target/mask combinations used in Experiment 1, W masks matched the width of each word target, whereas L masks matched the width of each critical letter. W masks used for isolated-letter targets matched the width of the word from which the isolated letter had been taken. descenders, and height was kept constant for all masks throughout the experiment. Mask width was determined by the individual characteristics of each target-mask condition (see Design section); each W mask exactly matched the width of the word it was masking, and each L mask exactly matched the width of the critical letter it was masking. When isolated letters were masked by a W mask, the width of the mask exactly matched the width of the word from which the isolated letter had been taken. Example mask and target stimuli are shown in Figure 1 .
Visual conditions. Masks, words, and isolated letters were presented in white on a dark-grey oscilloscope screen. Words and isolated letters were presented in a proportionally spaced, lowercase font based on the Letraset "Pin Ball" typeface (see Figure 1 ). Background luminance of the oscilloscope screen was approximately 1 cd/m Design. Participants took part in two sessions, one on each of two different days. One half of the participants was shown Stimulus Group 1, and the other half was shown Stimulus Group 2; for each participant, the same stimulus group was shown in both sessions. Each session was divided into three sections (practice, A, B), with no obvious transition from one section to the next. In each session, each member of a yoked word/isolated-letter pair was presented in a different section of the experiment (A or B) to ensure that the members of each word/isolated-letter pair were not presented in close succession. The allocation of target stimuli to Sections A and B was rerandomized for each participant, with the constraint that each section contained an equal number of each target type (48 words and 48 isolated letters). In each session, half the word targets and half the isolated letter targets were shown in the W mask condition and the other halves were shown in the L mask condition. In the second session, masking conditions for words and isolated letters were reversed. Target stimuli were shown in pseudorandomly constructed cycles of 16 trials, counterbalanced across target type (word, isolated letter), mask type (W, L), and critical-letter position, with no obvious transition from one cycle to the next.
Apparatus. The experiment was controlled by a Cambridge Electronic Design 1401 intelligent interface slaved to a computer. Stimuli were plotted on a Hewlett Packard 1332A oscilloscope equipped with rapid-decay phosphor with a spot persistence time of 10 /A to 10%. The screen of the oscilloscope was completely covered with matte black card except for an area at its center measuring approximately 1° vertically and 2° horizontally. The oscilloscope had been modified to enable precise control over the visual angle of stimuli and to provide a higher resolution display (Jordan & Martin, 1987) . The experiment was conducted in a darkened booth, and participants entered their responses via two illuminated keys interfaced with the computer.
Procedure. At the beginning of their first session, each participant was familiarized with all 26 letters of the target character set. At the start of each trial in the experiment, a small fixation point appeared at the center of the screen. Participants were instructed to look at this point when initiating a display. When participants pressed a key, the fixation point disappeared and the following display sequence was initiated: 500 ms blank, target (word or isolated letter), mask, 500 ms blank. Exposure durations for target stimuli were determined individually for each participant (see later description of this procedure); masks were presented for 50 ms longer than each stimulus as an aid to masking effectiveness. Four dashes were then shown, corresponding to the four letter-positions in a four-letter word. At one of these dashes, two letters were shown, one above the dash and one below, and participants had to decide which of these two letters had been shown in the target stimulus at the position indicated by the dash. To make their choice, participants pressed one of two keys to select either the upper or lower alternative. For isolated letters, the dashes were somewhat redundant, but the same procedure was used for both types of target stimulus.
Throughout the practice and experimental sections, exposure durations were reassessed for each participant after each cycle of 16 trials. Exposure duration was increased (by 2 ms) if the number of correct responses in a cycle fell below 11 (68.75%) and was decreased (by 2 ms) if the number of correct responses in a cycle fell above 13 (81.25%). Within each cycle, words and isolated letters were shown for the same exposure duration; when adjustments to exposure duration were made at the end of a cycle, the same adjustment was made for both types of target. This adjustment procedure ensured that overall performance fell in the midrange of the performance scale and that each condition was represented at the same exposure duration an equal number of times. Average exposure duration for words and isolated letters was 15 ms.
Results
The results of Experiment 1 are shown in Figure 2 . The data were submitted to an analysis of variance (ANOVA) for mixed design, with one between-subjects factor (stimulus group) and three within-subject factors: target type (word, isolated letter), mask type (L, W), and critical-letter position. Main effects of target type, F(l,14) = 15.03, p < .002, mask type, F(l,14) = 98.11, p < .001, and criticalletter position, F(3,42) = 3.27, p < .05, were found, together with interactions between target type and mask type, f(l,14) = 8.87, p < .01, and between mask type and critical-letter position, F(3,42) = 3.60, p < .05. No other main effect or interaction was reliable. Newman-Keuls tests examined which pairs of the four types of display (Word Vs. Isolated Letter X W Mask Vs. L Mask) differed from each other significantly. When W masks were used, a significant advantage for words over isolated letters was found (75% vs. 65%, p < .01; of the 16 participants who took part in the experiment, 15 showed an advantage for words). However, when L masks were used, the advantage for words disappeared (82% for words vs. 81% for isolated letters; p > .05). The interaction between mask type and stimulus type was due to a much greater improvement for isolated letters when L masks were used; although the change between W masks and L masks produced only a 7% improvement in the report of critical letters in words, report of critical letters presented in isolation improved by more than twice this amount (16%; both improvements were significant, ps < .01). An examination of the letter-position data for each mask condition revealed that although performance with L masks was roughly flat across serial position (ps > .05), performance with W masks was higher for critical letters in Positions 1 and 4 than in Positions 2 and 3 (ps < .05).
Discussion
Although the WLP was obtained in Experiment 1 when W masks were used, this advantage for words was obliterated when masks occupied only critical-letter positions, indicating that critical letters presented in words are no more resistant to position-specific masking than the same letters presented in isolation. Indeed, although performance with both words and isolated letters improved when L masks were used, this improvement was much smaller for words, despite the fact that the shift from W masks to L masks revealed all of the noncritical letters in word displays but only areas of blank screen in isolated letter displays. However, the overall improvement observed with L masks raises one possible concern about the absence of the WLP in the L mask condition. Even though performance for L masks was well below 100%, we could not rule out the possibility that the WLP was removed from L-masked displays by their higher position on the performance scale and not by the use of L masks per se. Experiment 2 was designed to eliminate this problem by equating performance across the two types of mask. An interaction of stimulus type and mask width, if found, would then be a "crossover" interaction that would be very difficult to attribute to scaling artifacts.
Experiment 2

Method
Participants. Sixteen new participants from the same population as Experiment 1 took part in Experiment 2.
Design. The design of Experiment 2 was the same as for Experiment 1 except that exposure durations were adjusted independently for W-masked and L-masked displays so that forced-choice performance was aimed at 75% correct overall for each mask condition. Throughout the practice and experimental sections, target stimuli were shown in pseudorandomly constructed cycles of 16 items, counterbalanced across target type (word, isolated letter), mask type (W, L), and critical-letter position. Exposure durations for target items were assessed separately for each mask condition after all eight items for that mask condition had been shown. Average exposure durations for words and isolated letters were 16 ms in the W mask condition and 12 ms in the L mask condition. All remaining aspects of this experiment were the same as in Experiment 1.
Results
The results of Experiment 2 are shown in Figure 3 ; the data were analyzed as in Experiment 1. The attempt to equate performance levels for each mask type was very successful; W mask performance averaged 76.8%, and L mask performance averaged 76.2%. An ANOVA showed no main effect of mask type (F < 1.0), a significant overall advantage for words, F(l,14) = 41.72, p < .001, and a main effect of critical-letter position, f(3,42) = 4.31, p < .01. Significant interactions were found between target type and mask type, F( 1,14) = 9.72, p < .01, and between mask type and critical-letter position, F(3,42) = 3.64, p < .02. No other main effect or interaction was reliable.
The interaction between stimulus type and mask type was as predicted: Performance for words and isolated letters in the L mask condition (77% and 76%, respectively) fell between performance for words and isolated letters in the W mask condition (82% and 70%, respectively). Because different exposure durations were used for each mask type, the only meaningful comparisons among the four conditions are the comparisons within mask type. Newman-Keuls tests Critical Letter Position Figure 3 . Mean percentage of critical letters correctly reported (% correct) in each serial position for words and isolated letters in Experiment 2. Note that target exposure durations were shorter for L masks to equate overall levels of performance across mask type.
revealed that the 12% WLP observed with W masks was significant (p < .01; of the 16 participants who took part in the experiment, 15 showed an advantage for words), whereas the 1% difference between words and isolated letters observed with L masks was not (p > .05). An examination of the letter-position data for each mask condition revealed a pattern of effects qualitatively similar to that observed in Experiment 1. Namely, although performance with L masks was roughly flat across serial position (ps > .05), performance with W masks was highest for critical letters in Positions 1 and 4 (ps < .05).
Discussion
Although overall performance in Experiment 2 was matched across W mask and L mask conditions, the WLP obtained in the W mask condition disappeared when L masks were used, thus replicating the pattern of effects observed in Experiment 1. Consequently, the finding that critical letters presented in words are reported no more accurately than the same letters presented in isolation when masks cover only critical-letter positions cannot be explained by scaling artifacts.
However, although the findings from Experiments 1 and 2 argue against the notion that the perception of critical letters is more resistant to position-specific masking when these letters are presented in words rather than in isolation, the quantitative and qualitative differences in performance produced by W masks and L masks may have been exaggerated by the nature of the W masks used. To explain, the W masks used in Experiments 1 and 2 covered the entire horizontal extent of each word, including the spaces between adjacent letters. Consequently, the overall numbers of letter fragments in L masks and W masks were determined by different criteria; for L masks, the determining criterion was the width of individual letters, whereas for W masks, the determining criterion was the width of individual letters plus interletter spaces. If W masks were constructed so as to cover only the four letters in a word (and not the interletter spaces), it could be argued that a more accurate assessment of the different effects of L masks and W masks on criticalletter report would be obtained. For example, L masks matched the width of critical letters exactly and so presented mask fragments precisely in the position of each critical letter. Thus, the subjective mapping of mask fragments onto the position of each critical letter may have been more accurate with L masks than with W masks, because W masks covered all serial positions in each word and provided no distinction between one serial position and the next.
Consequently, if position-specific masking were actually occurring when W masks were used, the source of this masking may have been "smeared" across a wider area than the position of each critical letter, such that critical letters followed by W masks were masked not only by mask fragments overlaying the actual position of each critical letter (cf. L masks) but also by nearby mask fragments overlaying interletter spaces. 4 This smearing of positionspecific masking may have exaggerated the overall reduction in accurate critical-letter report observed with W masks relative to L masks in Experiment 1. Moreover, if the mapping of mask fragments onto letter positions is prone to smearing, smearing may be less of a problem for critical letters in words in which noncritical letters could provide frames of reference that assist the assignment of mask fragments to their appropriate serial positions. In this situation, letters in words would have been affected less than isolated letters by the additional disruption provided by W masks relative to L masks, which in turn may have induced the WLP observed with W masks in Experiments 1 and 2. In short, if W masks occupied only the serial positions of individual letters (and not interletter spaces), the mapping of mask fragments onto critical-letter positions might improve, and both the quantitative and qualitative differences observed so far between W masks and L masks might be reduced or removed.
To examine this possibility, Experiments 3 and 4 used "gapped" W masks in which letter fragments that overlay the interletter spaces in each word had been removed (see Figure 4 ). Some support for the notion that the pattern of effects observed in Experiments 1 and 2 may alter when gapped masks are used is provided by the findings of Jordan and de Bruijn (1993) . First, Jordan and de Bruijn found that although isolated letter report was more accurate with L masks than with W masks, which covered the entire extent of words (including interletter spaces), this advantage for L masks was reduced (from 11% to 7%) when W masks covered only the serial positions of letters (and not their interletter spaces). Second, Jordan and de Bruijn found that although gapped and nongapped W masks both produced the WLP, the size of the WLP was reduced (from 9% to 7%) when gapped masks were used. Both these reductions are quite small. Nevertheless, both are in accordance with the view that masking only serial positions may reduce the discrepancy observed between the effects produced by W masks and L masks in Experiments 1 and 2.
Experiments 3 and 4
In line with these arguments, Experiments 3 and 4 were conducted to see whether the findings of Experiments I and 2 could be replicated when gapped W masks were used to provide greater control over position-specific masking. One primary goal of Experiment 3 was to determine the effect that gapped W masks might have on the different overall performance levels indicated for W masks and L masks by the findings of Experiment 1. Therefore, as in Experiment 1, Experiment 3 contrasted the effects of L masks and gapped W masks on word-letter performance by using the same exposure durations for both types of mask. In this way, quantitative as well as qualitative differences between the effects of L masks and gapped W masks on critical-letter report would be revealed. Experiment 4 preempted the possibility that scaling differences may still occur between the levels of performance produced by gapped W masks and L masks (even though gapped W masks covered only the positions of letters), and it followed up Experiment 3 by adjusting exposure durations independently for W-masked and L-masked displays (as in Experiment 2).
Method
Participants. Sixteen new participants from the same population as Experiments 1 and 2 took part in each of Experiments 3 and 4. Different participants took part in each experiment.
Stimuli. W masks and L masks were constructed as before, with the exception that any pixel in a W mask that overlay an interletter space was now removed. All interletter spaces were two pixels wide (see Figure 4) .
In Experiment 3, the average exposure duration for words and isolated letters was 15 ms. In Experiment 4, average exposure durations for words and isolated letters were 17 ms (W masks) and 12 ms (L masks).
All remaining aspects of Experiments 3 and k were identical to those of Experiments 1 and 2, respectively, with gapped W masks replacing the W masks used in these earlier experiments.
Results
Data from Experiments 3 and 4 were analyzed in the same way as in Experiments 1 and 2.
Experiment 3. The results of Experiment 3 are shown in Figure 5 ; essentially the same findings as in Experiment 1 were obtained. Specifically, there were main effects of target type, 7^(1,14) = 16.11, p < .001, mask type, F(l, 14) = 72.43, p < .001, and critical-letter position, F(3, 42) = 4.09, p < .05, together with interactions between target type and mask type, F(l,14) = 10.93, p < .01, and between mask type and critical-letter position, F(3,42) -3.30, p < .05. No other main effect or interaction was reliable. Newman-Keuls tests revealed a significant advantage for words over isolated letters when W masks were used (75% vs. 65%, p< .01; of the 16 participants who took part in the experiment, 15 showed an advantage for words). It is worth noting that accuracy of assigning mask fragments to their correct letter positions is not a problem for IAM or HM because both models assume that stimulus information (for targets and masks) has already been accurately assigned to a positionspecific channel at an earlier level of processing. However, some misgivings about this "position preprocessing" arrangement have been expressed (e.g., Rumelhart & McClelland, 1982, pp. 88-89) . However, when L masks were used, this advantage for words disappeared (81% for words vs. 80% for isolated letters; p > .05). The interaction between mask type and target type was due to a much greater improvement for isolated letters when L masks were used; specifically, although the change between W masks and L masks produced only a 6% improvement in the report of critical letters in words, report of critical letters presented in isolation improved by 15% (bothps < .01). As in Experiments 1 and 2, performance with L masks was roughly flat across serial position (ps > .05), whereas performance with W masks was highest for Positions 1 and 4 (ps < .05). Figure 6 ; essentially the same findings as in Experiment 2 were obtained. The attempt to equate performance levels for each mask type was very successful; W mask performance averaged 75.2%, and L mask performance averaged 75.6%. An ANOVA showed no main effect of mask type (F < 1.0). However, a mam effect of target type, F(l,14) = 18.52, p < .001, was found, together with interactions between target type and mask type, F(l,14) = 12.43, p < .005, and between mask type and critical-letter position, F(3,42) = 8.55, p < .001. No other main effect or interaction was reliable.
Experiment 4. The results of Experiment 4 are shown in
Newman-Keuls tests revealed a significant advantage for words over isolated letters when W masks were used (80% vs. 70%, p < .01; of the 16 participants who took part in the experiment, 15 showed an advantage for words). However, when L masks were used, the advantage for words disappeared (76% for words vs. 75% for isolated letters; p > .05). Again, performance with L masks was roughly flat across serial position (ps > .05), whereas performance with W masks was highest for Positions 1 and 4 (ps < .05).
Discussion
Rather than diminishing the quantitative and qualitative differences in performance observed between W masks and L masks in Experiments 1 and 2, Experiments 3 and 4 showed that the use of W masks that covered only the serial positions of individual letters (and not interletter spaces) had no effect on the earlier findings. Indeed, the drop in overall performance produced by gapped W masks relative to L masks in Experiment 3 was virtually identical to mat produced by W masks in Experiment 1. In addition, Experiments 3 and 4 each produced a strong WLP that was virtually identical to that observed in Experiments 1 and 2, whereas neither experiment produced a WLP with L masks (as in Experiments 1 and 2). Thus, even when letter fragments in W masks were physically segregated into individual serial positions, critical-letter performance contrasted sharply with that observed when masks covered only critical-letter positions, indicating that the different effects produced by L masks and W masks in Experiments 1 through 4 cannot be explained by differences in the precision with which mask fragments covered critical-letter positions in each mask condition. In sum, therefore, the additional control over position-specific masking provided by gapped W masks in Experiments 3 and 4 underscores the findings that (a) W masks, but not L masks, produce the WLP, and (b) changing from W masks to L masks improves performance more for isolated letters than for words. As a consequence, the argument that the WLP does not reflect the operation of a process in which critical-letter perception is more resistant to position-specific masking when these letters are presented in words rather than in isolation is strengthened substantially. Critical Letter Position Figure 6 . Mean percentage of critical letters correctly reported (% correct) in each serial position for words and isolated letters in Experiment 4. Note that target exposure durations were shorter for L masks to equate overall levels of performance across mask type.
Experiment 5
To increase still further our confidence that the use of L masks provides an accurate reflection of the selective influence of position-specific masking on critical-letter report, we investigated one final aspect of the effects of L masks on performance: the role of attention. Our particular concern was that the use of L masks may produce a spatial distribution of attentional resources that is better suited to the perception of isolated letters than to the perception of words. There is good reason to believe that the WLP can be affected by the allocation of attentional resources to just one letter position. For example, Johnston (1981b) preceded the presentation of words and isolated letters (both types of target were followed by pattern masks that exceeded the width of word targets) by either precuing the position of each critical letter or else providing no precue at all. When no precue was used, a strong WLP was observed; when a precue was used, however, the WLP was removed. In fact, relative to when no precue was used, performance with words in the precued condition decreased, whereas performance with isolated letters increased (see also Holender, 1979 Holender, , 1983 Johnston & McClelland, 1974) . One likely explanation of these findings is that precuing the position of each critical letter produces a spatial focusing of attention on just critical letters and away from other serial positions (Holender, 1979 (Holender, , 1983 Johnston, 1981b; Johnston & McClelland, 1974) . If L masks are capable of similar cuing effects, then although each mask is presented after a target is removed from the screen, target processing may be sufficiently incomplete and shifts in attention sufficiently rapid for posttarget cuing by L masks to impair performance with words and improve performance with isolated letters. Indeed, attentional shifts to critical letters may explain the finding that, rather than increasing the WLP, masking only critical-letter positions actually removed the WLP relative to when all serial positions were masked, despite the fact that all context (i.e., noncritical) letters in words were unmasked. In sum, if L masks play an attentional role, the disappearance of the WLP under L-masked conditions reported so far in this article may have been induced by subjective shifts in spatial attention rather than by increased experimental control of position-specific masking across word and isolated-letter conditions.
Perhaps the most obvious way attention may have influenced the pattern of effects observed with L masks is if participants shifted their attention voluntarily (e.g., Yantis & Jonides, 1990) to the location of each L mask while still processing target information, motivated by the fact that each L mask signaled the spatial location of the critical letter in each display. If this was the case, voluntary shifts in attention to the location of each L mask may have assisted the recognition of isolated letters, hindered performance with words, and so induced the disappearance of the WLP. This possibility was explored in Experiment 5 by manipulating the consistency with which L masks occupied the position of each critical letter. Previous studies of visual attention have shown that the voluntary allocation of attention is greatly influenced by the probability that attentional cues are valid (e.g., Eriksen & Yeh, 1985; Posner, Snyder, & Davidson, 1980; Yantis & Jonides, 1990) . For example, Eriksen and Yeh (1985) examined the effect of precuing on the allocation of attention by varying the probability that a bar marker (shown 150 ms before each stimulus display) indicated the location of each target letter and not the location of a distractor item. Target recognition was most efficient (as determined by RT) when bar markers always indicated target location, was less efficient when this probability dropped to 70%, and was less efficient still when this probability dropped to 40%, indicating that influences of attention on performance are suppressed when cue validity is low. In a similar vein, if the 100% consistency with which L masks cued critical-letter positions in Experiments 1 through 4 induced the absence of the WLP in L-masked displays, lowering the validity of these cues should suppress attentional influences and induce a change in the pattern of word-letter performance. Following this logic, we varied the probability with which L masks accurately signaled the position of each critical letter across two "probability" conditions. In the consistent condition, L masks always occupied critical-letter positions (as in Experiments 1-4), and participants in this condition were encouraged to use these cues as an aid to improving overall performance. In the inconsistent condition, L masks occupied critical-letter positions on only 25% of trials and so provided invalid cues to critical-letter positions on 75% of trials. Participants in this condition were encouraged not to use these cues because they would impair overall performance.
Method
Participants. Thirty-two new participants from the same population as Experiments 1 through 4 took part in Experiment 5. Each participant took part in eight 75-min sessions, one on each of 8 different days.
Stimuli and design. The word targets, isolated-letter targets, gapped W masks, and L masks used in Experiment 4 were used in Experiment 5. Gapped W masks were used to maximize the position-specific nature of each W mask. An additional 144 pairs of four-letter words and 144 pairs of matched isolated letters were constructed to act as fillers. Seventy-two word fillers and 72 isolated-letter fillers were pseudorandomly selected for each of the eight sessions; filter items were always followed by L masks. Target stimuli were pseudorandomly assigned to one of four subgroups, each containing 24 words and their 24 matched isolated letters. In each subgroup, half the word targets and half the isolated-letter targets were assigned to the W mask condition and the other halves were assigned to the L mask condition. Each subgroup was then randomly assigned to one of Sessions 1 to 4 and to one of Sessions 5 to 8 for each participant. Masking conditions for each target stimulus shown in Sessions 1 to 4 were reversed when shown in Sessions 5 to 8 such that, over all eight sessions, all target stimuli were presented in each masking condition. Thus, each session contained 192 stimuli in the experimental section (24 words and 24 matched isolated letters from the target set, 72 word fillers, and 72 isolated-letter fillers).
In the consistent condition, all filler items (words and isolated letters) were followed by L masks that occupied the position of each critical letter. In the inconsistent condition, all filler items (words and isolated letters) were followed by L masks that occu-pied a noncritical letter position, selected randomly from the three noncritical letter positions available on each trial. The practice section in each session comprised 32 word pairs and 32 isolatedletter pairs randomly selected from the practice items used in previous experiments; half the word pairs and half the isolatedletter pairs were assigned to the W mask condition and the other halves were assigned to the L mask condition. An additional 96 word parrs and 96 isolated-letter pairs acted as fillers. The member of each pair of practice stimuli actually displayed in each session was selected at random. As in the experimental section, all fillers were followed by L masks that occupied critical-letter positions in the consistent condition and noncritical letter positions in the inconsistent condition (selected randomly from the three noncritical letter positions available on each trial).
Practice and experimental stimuli were shown in pseudorandomly constructed cycles of 16 trials as in previous experiments, counterbalanced across target type (word, isolated letter), mask type (W, L), and critical-letter position. However, 24 filler word items and 24 filler isolated-letter items were now presented at random points in each cycle, making larger blocks of 64 stimuli. Filler items were selected pseudorandomly (without replacement) for addition to each 16-item cycle, such that each critical-letter position for words followed by L masks and isolated letters followed by L masks was represented four times in each 64-item block (i.e., once by a target item and three times by a filler item). The exposure duration for each 64-item block was calculated from the 16 target stimuli in the preceding 64-item block. In the experimental section, participants were given a 4-min break between Blocks 1 and 2 and between Blocks 2 and 3. After each break, participants were presented with a practice cycle of 16 stimuli before each of Blocks 2 and 3 were shown; stimuli in each practice cycle were shown at the same exposure duration as stimuli in the ensuing block.
Procedure. To ensure that the influence of consistent and inconsistent conditions was not diluted by the participant alternating between these conditions, a between-subjects design was adopted in which participants were randomly assigned to either the consistent or the inconsistent condition. At the start of each session, participants in the consistent condition were told that L masks would always occupy the position of the to-be-reported letter and were encouraged to use this visual cue as an aid to improving their performance. Participants in the inconsistent condition were told that L masks would occupy critical-letter positions on only 25% of trials and were told that using this visual cue would impair their performance. Participants readily understood and indicated compliance with these instructions. Filler items in the consistent and inconsistent conditions were included to manipulate the overall consistency with which L masks occupied critical-letter positions, and performance with these items was not intended for analysis. Indeed, the ease with which participants identified critical letters in filler items in the inconsistent condition (where L masks did not occupy critical-letter positions) makes these data meaningless.
To avoid scaling effects, target exposure durations were adjusted separately for W masks and L masks. In the consistent condition, average exposure durations for target words and isolated letters in the experimental section were 20 ms (W masks) and 13 ms (L masks). In the inconsistent condition, these exposure durations were 19 ms (W masks) and 14 ms (L masks). All remaining aspects of this experiment were the same as in Experiment 4. showed an advantage for words). When L masks were used, the advantage for words was reduced to just 1 % (77% vs. 76%; p > .05). The letter-position data for each mask condition showed essentially the same pattern as in previous experiments; that is, although performance with L masks was roughly flat across serial positions (ps > .05), performance with W masks was highest for critical letters in Positions 1 and 4 (ps < .05). Inconsistent condition. The data for target items in the inconsistent condition are shown on the right side of Figure  7 . Performance levels for each mask type were again well matched; W mask performance averaged 77.2%, and L mask performance averaged 76.7%. An ANOVA showed no main effect of mask type (F < 1.2). However, a main effect of target type, F(l,14) = 14.91, p < .001, was found, together with interactions between target type and mask type, F(l,14) = 17.55, p < .001, and between mask type and critical-letter position, F(3,42) = 9.43, p < .001. No other main effect or interaction was reliable. NewmanKeuls tests revealed a significant advantage for words over isolated letters when W masks were used that was slightly larger than in previous experiments (83% vs. 71%, p < .01; of the 16 participants who took part in the inconsistent condition, all showed an advantage for words). Indeed, although L masks in the consistent condition (and previous experiments) produced a residual (1 %) advantage for words, no word advantage was observed with L masks in the inconsistent condition (77% vs. 77%; p > .05), further undermining the notion that, relative to performance with isolated letters, performance with words actually suffers more when L masks reliably cue critical-letter positions. As in previous experiments, the letter-position data for each mask condition showed that although performance with L masks was roughly flat across serial position (ps > .05), performance with W masks was higher for critical letters in Positions 1 and 4 than in any other position (ps < .05).
Results and Discussion
A five-way ANOVA for mixed design, with two between-subjects factors (L-mask validity [consistent, inconsistent] , stimulus group) and three within-subject factors (target type, mask type, critical-letter position) revealed no main effect of L-mask validity or any interactions involving the validity factor (all ps > .18), reaffirming the similarity apparent between the patterns of performance observed in the consistent and inconsistent conditions.
In sum, the consistency with which L masks provided a valid cue to critical-letter position had no effect on the influence of L masks on relative performance with words and isolated letters, even though the validity of L mask cues differed considerably between the consistent and inconsistent conditions and the validity of L mask cues in the consistent condition and their lack of validity in the inconsistent condition were stressed to participants. Consequently, the findings of Experiment 5 offer no support for the notion that the absence of the WLP when words and isolated letters are followed by L masks reflects confounding influences of voluntary shifts in attention to the location of each L mask, rather than an accurate reflection of the role of position-specific masking in the WLP.
Experiment 6
However, although Experiment 5 addressed the possibility of voluntary allocation of attention, a more subtle attentional effect may have occurred if the onset of each L mask caused participants to shift their attention automatically to the location of each L mask and, therefore, to the location of each critical letter. A number of findings suggest that if an item in the visual field has an abrupt onset, attentional resources shift to the position of this item, suppressing the processing of items in other parts of the visual field (e.g., Jonides & Yantis, 1988; Remington, Johnston, & Yantis, 1992; Theeuwes, 1994; Yantis & Jonides, 1984 , 1990 . Thus, when words and isolated letters are presented individually on a screen, each target will have an abrupt onset that may produce an automatic shift in attention to the area of screen occupied by each word or isolated letter. However, when alphabetic targets are presented in backwardpattern-masked displays, the abruptness of mask onset may automatically redefine the spatial distribution of attentional resources before target recognition has occurred. Under these conditions, automatic shifts in spatial attention produced by the abrupt onset of L masks may be responsible for the disappearance of the WLP when L masks are used.
Indeed, this possibility may also explain why manipulating the validity of L masks in Experiment 5 had no effect on relative performance with words and isolated letters. Quite simply, abrupt onset of L masks may have caused an automatic shift in attention to the position of each mask in both the consistent and inconsistent conditions, even though participants in each of these conditions were attempting different voluntary strategies (although see Yantis, 1993; Yantis & Jonides, 1990) .
We decided to explore this possibility by using a new type of L mask that, from the findings of Jonides and Yantis (1988) , was selected to suppress automatic shifts in attentional resources to critical-letter positions that may have been produced by the L masks used in Experiments 1 through 5. Following the finding that attention shifts to the location of an item with an abrupt onset (Yantis & Jonides, 1984 ; see also Remington et al., 1992; Yantis & Jonides, 1990) , Jonides and Yantis (1988) examined whether these items capture attention when embedded among items of lower intensity and all items are presented simultaneously and abruptly. Jonides and Yantis (1988) found that, when participants were required to identify a target letter among distractor letters, their performance was slowed by increasing the number of distractors present even when target letters were of a higher intensity than distractors, indicating that attentional shifts to targets were suppressed when target locations were signaled by a uniquely higher intensity relative to the remainder of the array. In line with these findings, one way of suppressing automatic attentional shifts to each critical-letter position when L masks are presented is to use masking arrays in which L masks are accompanied by areas of mask in noncritical letter positions that, although visible, are too dim to provide masking disruption. When all the components of these masks are presented simultaneously and abruptly, no one serial position will be cued by abrupt onset, and yet only critical-letter positions will be occupied by an effective mask stimulus. If the disappearance of the WLP under L-masked conditions in previous experiments was induced by automatic attentional shifts to critical-letter positions induced by abrupt mask onset, these shifts should be suppressed by these new L-masked arrays, and the WLP should reappear (or at least show signs of recovery). On the other hand, if the absence of the WLP in previous experiments reflects the effect of position-specific masking on critical-letter report and was not induced by automatic attentional shifts to critical-letter positions, the WLP should remain absent. Jonides and Yantis (1988) found no evidence of a shift in attention to the location of an item with uniquely higher intensity when the unique item was almost six times the intensity of distractor items, suggesting that using a smaller intensity difference would safely avoid attentional capture. In line with Turvey's (1973) finding that perfect target report can be achieved at brief exposure durations when pattern masks are half the intensity of targets, a pilot study examining effects of mask intensity showed that W masks and L masks presented at half the intensity of word and isolated-letter targets provided no masking disruption (i.e., critical-letter report was 100% accurate) even at target ex-posure durations that reduced critical-letter report to nearchance levels of accuracy when masks were of the same intensity as targets. These findings indicated that presenting areas of mask in noncritical-letter positions at half of target intensity simultaneously with L masks (at full target intensity, as in previous experiments) in critical-letter positions would provide no additional masking disruption relative to when L masks are presented in isolation. Consequently, in Experiment 6, we examined the influence of L masks on the WLP, using a new type of L mask (which we call New L masks) in which the L masks used in previous experiments were accompanied by areas of mask in noncritical letter positions presented at half of target intensity. A schematic representation of these New L masks is shown in Figure 8 .
One other potential influence of attention was taken into consideration in Experiment 6. Recent research by Folk, Remington, and Johnston (1992; see also Folk, Remington, & Wright, 1994) has lead to the suggestion that when cue and distractor items are presented simultaneously and abruptly, a cue item of different intensity may elicit an automatic shift in attention, but only when such a "static" discontinuity provides consistently valid cues to target location. Thus, according to this view, even when target location is cued by an intensity difference and not by an abrupt onset unique to that location, participants may develop expectations about the validity of such cues when these cues are consistently valid, leading to an attentional "set" that induces automatic attentional capture. However, from the arguments of Folk et al. (1992) , static discontinuities that are not consistently valid should not lead to the adoption of an attentional set, and automatic attentional capture should not occur. If the L masks used in previous experiments created automatic attentional shifts, and if (as Folk et al., 1992, argue) all automatic attentional shifts are contingent on participants' expectations, it seems strange that the findings of Experiment 5 were not influenced by the consistency with which L masks signaled critical-letter positions. The debate over the notion of contingent automatic attentional capture has yet to be resolved (see Folk, Remington, & Johnston, 1993; Theeuwes, 1994; Yantis, 1993) . Nevertheless, to provide a more complete assessment of the involvement of attentional capture in the disappearance of the WLP under L masking conditions, the influence of New L masks in Experiment 6 was investigated using the consistency manipulation used in Experiment 5. 
Method
Participants. Thirty-two new participants from the same population as Experiments 1-5 took part in Experiment 6.
Stimuli and design. The word targets, isolated-letter targets, and gapped W masks used in Experiment 5 were used in Experiment 6. Gapped W masks were constructed as before; New L masks were constructed from gapped W masks by presenting mask areas overlaying noncritical-letter positions at half the intensity of mask areas overlaying critical-letter positions. Gapped masks were used to maximize the position-specific nature of each mask and to facilitate the use of different position-specific intensity levels in each New L mask. The intensity of targets, W masks, and the area of New L masks overlaying each critical-letter position was approximately 25 cd/m 2 ; the intensity of the area of each New L mask overlaying noncritical-letter positions was approximately 12 cd/m 2 . Participants in each validity condition (consistent, inconsistent) were told to be prepared to make a perceptual judgment about a letter in any serial position on each trial and to ignore mask location. We thus attempted to encourage participants to remain in a diffuse attention mode.
In the consistent condition, average exposure durations for target words and isolated letters in the experimental section were 21 ms (W masks) and 15 ms (New L masks). In the inconsistent condition, these exposure durations were 19 ms (W masks) and 16 ms (New L masks). All remaining aspects of this experiment were the same as in Experiment 5, with New L masks replacing the L masks used in that experiment.
Results and Discussion
Consistent condition. The data for target items are shown on the left side of Figure 9 . Performance levels for each mask type were closely matched; W mask performance averaged 75.8% and New L mask performance averaged 74.3%. An ANOVA showed essentially the same pattern of effects as in Experiment 5. No main effect of mask type (F < 1.2) was found. However, a main effect of target type, F(l,14) = 14.56, p < .001, was found, together with interactions between target type and mask type, F(l,14) = 13.73, p < .001, and between mask type and critical-letter position, F{3,42) = 11.66, p < .001. No other main effect or interaction was reliable. Newman-Keuls tests revealed a significant advantage for words over isolated letters when W masks were used (81% vs. 69%, p < .01; of the 16 participants who took part in the consistent condition, all showed an advantage for words). However, New L masks reduced this advantage for words to just 0.5% (74.5% vs. 74%; p > .05). Performance with New L masks was roughly flat across serial position (ps > .05), whereas performance with W masks was highest for critical letters in Positions 1 and 4 (ps < .05).
Inconsistent condition. The data for target items are shown on the right side of Figure 9 . Performance levels for each mask type were closely matched; W mask performance averaged 76.2% and New L mask performance averaged 75.7%. An ANOVA showed no main effect of mask type (F< 1.2). However, a main effect of target type, F(l,14) = 11.01, p < .001, was found, together with interactions between target type and mask type, F(l,14) = 16.98, p < .001, and between mask type and critical-letter position, 
General Discussion
The results of the experiments reported in this article are difficult to reconcile with the position-specific masking accounts of the WLP provided by contemporary models of word recognition, like IAM and HM. Specifically, according to these accounts, the WLP is produced in the ReicherWheeler task because masking letter fragments occupying a particular serial position are more likely to replace the ongoing perception of a letter in that serial position when this letter is presented in isolation rather than in the context of a word. However, contrary to these accounts, our experiments show that when the influence of position-specific masking is directly examined using masks that cover only the positions of letters actually tested in the ReicherWheeler task (i.e., by using L masks that occupy only critical-letter positions), words no longer produce an advantage over letters in isolation. Indeed, the WLP was observed in these experiments only when masks covered more letter positions than did the letter position tested (i.e., when W masks were used). Consequently, these findings suggest that, rather than being a major component of the WLP, position-specific masking makes, at most, only a very weak contribution.
At first sight, one way in which position-specific masking accounts could be adapted to account for the absence of the WLP when L masks were used is to relax the positionspecific influence of masking letter fragments on target perception. However, assuming that letter fragments in targets and masks are encoded by the same nodes, the argument that masking letter fragments processed in one position-specific channel influence the processing of a letter in another position-specific channel implies that the processing of all letter fragments (including those forming the individual letters of target stimuli) has considerable positional uncertainty. This implication for target perception runs counter to the position-specific processing approach to word and letter perception on which analytical models such as IAM and HM are founded. However, position-specific encoding of letter fragments in letters may be achieved in the absence of position-specific encoding of letter fragments in masks if activated letter nodes impose positional constraints on activated letter fragment nodes in a way that does not happen with letter fragments presented as part of a randomly constructed mask. For example, let us assume an lAM-type system in which individual processing channels correspond to individual serial positions but where activated letter nodes in a particular channel can feed back to activate letter fragment nodes in the same channel. Further assume that letter fragment nodes in a channel are activated maximally by letter fragments occupying the serial position corresponding to that channel but that they can also receive some activation from letter fragments in neighboring serial positions. (The notion that nodes corresponding to one serial position can receive activation from information spanning a range of serial positions has resonance with McClelland's, 1986 , PABLO model, Mozer's, 1987 , and the models of Norris, 1994, and Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989 .) Now consider the encoding of, say, a vertical letter stroke. When presented in a letter (e.g., b), encoding just the vertical stroke would partially activate the appropriate (b) letter node, which then would feed withinchannel activation back to letter fragment nodes consistent with the remaining fragments in the letter (e.g., upper and lower curved strokes), facilitating the encoding of these remaining letter fragments within the same processing channel. Although consistent letter fragments may be present in other serial positions (e.g., the upper and lower curved strokes in a neighboring letter o), the activation created by these letter fragments would be relatively weak. Under these conditions, when a vertical stroke is presented as part of a letter, within-channel interaction between letter nodes and letter fragment nodes would facilitate not only the perception of the entire letter but also the grouping of these fragments within the same serial position. Now consider the same vertical stroke presented in a pattern mask. Encoding just the vertical stroke would again partially activate the appropriate (fe) letter node, which then would feed back within-channel activation to letter fragment nodes consistent with the remaining fragments in the letter. However, because of the random nature of the mask, other letter fragments consistent with the activated letter node are likely to be present only in other serial positions. In this situation, the within-channel facilitation produced for consistent letter fragment nodes by the activated letter node, the absence of consistent letter fragments in the same serial position, and the ability of letter fragment nodes to be activated by consistent letter fragments from neighboring serial positions may lead to some letter fragment nodes in the activated processing channel being maximally activated by masking letter fragments from other serial positions. Thus, although letter fragments may initially activate the same letter fragment nodes irrespective of whether they are part of a letter or a mask, interactive connections between letter nodes and letter fragment nodes could increase the probability that activations produced by letter fragments in letters (but not in masks) remain tied to the serial position within which the letter fragments were presented.
5 This distinction between the processing of letter fragments in targets and masks may provide a basis for position-specific masking theories to accommodate the influences of nonposition-specific masking we observed. However, alterations of this kind cannot provide a full explanation of the findings reported in this article. In particular, although L masks covered only critical-letter positions, these masks nevertheless disrupted critical-letter report (see Method, Experiment 1). Consequently, if word nodes are activated only by letter nodes, and if letter nodes exist at a lower level in a hierarchy that is more susceptible to masking, it is strange that L masks did not induce the WLP. A more promising explanation of the presence of the WLP when W masks were used, and the absence of the WLP when L masks were used, is provided by the integration-discrimination account of Jordan and de Bruijn (1993;  see the introductory section). Specifically, when words and isolated letters were both followed by W masks, a disproportionately greater amount of masking was present in isolated letter displays, by virtue of the diminutive size of these target stimuli. According to the integrationdiscrimination account, this masking disparity makes the location and spatial extent of each isolated letter target more difficult to discriminate from each mask (through targetmask integration) than the location and spatial extent of word targets. This discriminability advantage for words then allows target processing to get underway sooner for words than for isolated letters, which increases the probability that information from word targets will be perceived on a particular trial. Therefore, according to this account, the WLP observed with W masks reflects differences in the discriminability of word and letter targets in pattern-masked displays such that, when W masks were used, masks matched the size of word stimuli more closely than the size of isolated-letter stimuli, which then induced a word advantage because words were more easily discriminated than isolated letters in each W-masked display (see Jordan & de Bruijn, 1993 , for further discussion; see also Estes, 1975a Estes, , 1975b Prinzmetal, 1992; and Prinzmetal & Silvers, 1994, for complementary views) . This account also explains the absence of the WLP with L masks. That is, because L masks covered the location of only critical letters, discrimination of the precise location and spatial extent of each critical letter was no longer more difficult when these letters were presented in isolation. Consequently, in the absence of the discrimination disparity that existed when W masks were used, critical-letter performance was no longer worse with isolated letters than with words.
However, it should be emphasized that by presenting this account of the WLP, we are not arguing that the WLP does not reflect properties of perception that are specific to words. For example, letters in words may be more resistant to the influence of mask size than letters in nonwords (Jordan & Sevan, 1995) , indicating that the discrimination of letter strings in pattern-masked displays is achieved more efficiently when letter strings are words (see also Prinzmetal & Silvers, 1994) . The point we are making is that although pattern masks play a crucial role in inspiring the WLP, this role does not reflect the influence of position-specific masking and does not reflect the selective disruption of different levels of target analysis that are differentially sensitive to masking suppression. Rather, we propose that the WLP is produced because words can be discriminated more readily than isolated letters from a background of visual noise, and these discrimination conditions are produced by target-mask integration in pattern-masked displays. Other findings support this view. For example, Jordan and Bevan (1994) argued that if the role of pattern masks in the WLP reflects the susceptibility of different levels of ongoing target processing to suppression by a subsequently presented mask (i.e., the IAM and HM account), the WLP should occur only when pattern masks are shown after each target (backward masking) and should disappear when pattern masks are shown before each target (forward masking). However, because target-mask integration can occur under backward and forward masking conditions (see Jordan & Bevan, 1994 , for a review of this evidence), the integrationdiscrimination account of Jordan and de Bruijn (1993) predicted that the WLP should occur in both masking conditions. Jordan and Bevan (1994) found the same-sized WLP under backward and forward masking conditions, adding support to the notion that the role of masking in the WLP is induced by target-mask integration and reflects the relative efficiency with which words and isolated letters can be discriminated from a background of masking letter fragments (i.e., the integration-discrimination account). Indeed, Prinzmetal and Silvers (1994; see also Prinzmetal, 1992) have recently found that the WLP is produced when words and isolated letters are physically embedded in pattern masks presented simultaneously with each target, providing a compelling indication of the role played in the WLP by target discrimination in the presence of background noise. In the context of this evidence and the evidence and arguments reported in this article, although the role of pattern masks in the WLP continues to provide important indications of the nature of word and letter recognition, empirical and theoretical advancement in this area will be facilitated by a shift in emphasis that focuses on differences in target discriminability rather than on the resistance of different levels of ongoing target analysis to masking replacement.
Finally, in view of the problems associated with using W (and wider) masks for word and isolated letter targets, it seems likely that the use of L masks permitted a more accurate picture of the word recognition system to emerge. In particular, rather than using masks (e.g., W masks) that may obscure the nature of the WLP and produce an artifactual indication of a hierarchical, analytical system in which word perception is preceded by letter perception and letter perception is more susceptible to suppression by positionspecific masking, the similar levels of word-letter performance observed with L masks suggest that the same process of individual letter perception is used for words and isolated letters and that it operates independently of the context in which letters are presented. This interpretation of the findings obtained using L masks is consistent with the operation of at least one model of word recognition. According to the parallel input serial analysis (PISA) model of Allen and his colleagues (Allen & Emerson, 1991; Allen & Madden, 1990) , which is a hybrid of analytical and holistic processing, alphabetic information can be simultaneously encoded at the letter level and word level of abstraction. Thus, in this model, letter-level and word-level codes comprise separate input systems that operate not only in parallel but also independently (cf. the hierarchical models of IAM and HM where word recognition is dependent on letter recognition). The output of each of these systems is sent to a separate buffer (i.e., one for word-level representations and one for letter-level representations) that is then used for responding. According to this approach, when a word is presented, word recognition can occur independently of individual letter identification via word-level representations (using wordlevel information such as word shape and supraletter features; e.g., Healy & Cunningham, 1992; Healy et al., 1987) , although individual-letter perception may also occur via letter-level representations. When an isolated letter is presented, output would occur via an appropriate letter-level representation. The relative time scale of processing in each of these parallel systems has yet to be determined precisely and may depend on a range of factors (e.g., word frequency). However, one important (and, arguably, necessary) assumption of the PISA model is that letter identification requires the use of letter-level representations, even when a word has been recognized, because word-level output provides a unitary, whole-word code that conceals the identity of individual letters. Thus, when overt identification of an individual letter is required in an experiment (e.g., one using the Reicher-Wheeler task), the same system of individualletter perception is involved in providing this information, irrespective of whether the letter was presented in a word or in isolation. Assuming that letter-level information about the identity of a critical letter is equally affected by positionspecific pattern masking irrespective of whether the critical letter occurred in a word or in isolation, the similar levels of critical-letter report we observed for words and isolated letters under L masked conditions suggest that the PISA model is capable of providing a parsimonious account of performance in the Reicher-Wheeler task as well as in a range of other experimental paradigms (see Allen & Emerson, 1991 , for a review).
